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Name: Instructor’s Name: Course: Date of Submission: How Police Officers 

learn Professional Ethics Each day, professionals of police make a decision 

and take action at the same time as balancing challenging and contradictory 

ethics and interests, often with imperfect or imprecise information, 

frequently in extremely emotional and vibrant situations, and normally under

the burden of stress and pressure. 

Officers of police are apprehended to a superior criterion of conduct by 

community, for the reason that they are stewards of the communal trust and

are authorized to use power and eliminate constitutional rights when legally 

right. They undertake an oath of responsibility, are anticipated to obey with 

professional rules of moral values, plus are subject to a variety of principles, 

laws and policies. Police officers build up their ethical range, integrity, or 

moral foundation, from working together with other people and learning 

ethics and morals. 

Training of professional ethics for police officers assists them to perform the 

following: be familiar with an ethical trouble or problem without any 

difficulty, recognize numerous alternatives to tackle the specific problem 

caught up in, make a balanced and morally good option of which alternative 

to prefer, Take quick action build upon that option and acknowledge 

accountability for the result. Police officers cannot just think morally; they 

are obliged to conduct themselves ethically as well. Training for professional 

ethics offers tools for dealing with ethical troubles, however, the police 

professional ought to possess the nerve to act. 
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According to Michael C. Braswell “ one of the most defining characters of the 

police occupation is the potential use of coercive force, especially deadly 

force, to impose the will of the state and another defining yet less well-

understood characteristic is ethics” Exactly as Law, medicine, business, or 

further occupations are distinguished by ethics that direct people and group 

conduct, policing is a profession which includes its particular principles and 

ethics. These ethics give a foundation by which a behavior of an individual 

and his thoughts can be calculated. 

Comparative to other occupations, nonetheless, learning professional morals 

in policing is completely not the result of teaching, socialization and 

education. In reality, learning most of the times predate official teaching and 

socialization endeavor as a consequence of distinctive, communal and 

historical issues. Furthermore, the procedure of the socialization of police 

and enculturation on-the-job may well both persistently and unintentionally 

pressure the constructive ethical thoughts and principles conveyed to the 

police officers by new staff. 

A sound and all-encompassing unusual subculture could be present in certain

examples, which can inertly or actively educate unethical conduct to new 

police professionals. “ Ethics in policing bears directly on issues of reform, 

control, and legitimacy of law enforcement institutions in a democratic 

society. ” (Michael C. Braswell). The initial stage in meeting such tests is to 

better comprehend the foundation and subject matter of professional ethics 

so consequently that management, nation, government and the judges can 

more efficiently encourage reliable behavior of police force. 
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Ethics are primarily learned in the framework of our first and generally close 

affiliation with our relatives and friends. Relationships similar to them are in 

which individuals learn understanding and being compassionate, 

appreciation, honesty and justice. Through proficient education and 

experience at work the police officer becomes familiar with presented morals

and ethical standards of policing. As stated by council of Europe that there 

are four diverse feature of ethical troubles in police employment. 

Ethical problems in which diverse principles struggle are deficient in 

knowledge, acting over hurriedly and with disobedience. The process of 

socialization of being a police official is one analytical feature in building 

professional ethics. Throughout essential teaching additional efforts are 

required to be placed into putting together the hypothetical and training on 

field division so they don’t turn out into two distinctive learning grounds. 

It is significant that the employ gets into thorough working behavior of 

reflecting on actions while considering the mechanism of professionalism. 

During professional administration the police officers learn to recognize the 

ethical concerns of police force. An additional method in which how police 

officers learn professional ethics is the influence of the unofficial association 

which is yet another analytical issue which will establish the limits for the 

potential of building important professional principles. 

There is an additional creative and open atmosphere with individual reaction,

criticism and assessment which is considered as a method of learning and 

not an approach to reach to individuals or to locate the offender. For other 

experts there is a rising imminent into the requirement for proficient 
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management at various times throughout their occupation. This has also 

verified to be helpful for the police officers to be trained in professional 

ethics. Guidance in professional ethics needs managerial commitment and 

support. 

The police force has at all times been conscious of its responsibility to offer 

the service required by the community for the entire society. The community

justly requires justice, good manners and sympathy from the police. “ Well 

published cases also demonstrated that standards of professional behavior 

were not always what they should have been… with police officers. ” Ethics 

are about behavior. Such principles as professional behavior, sincerity, 

justice, honesty, assiduousness, equal chance and discretion cannot be 

obliged unnaturally by grade, function or position. 

According to Ralph Crashaw “ it is important to establish the professional 

context because police officials need to understand why they are being 

asked to consider policing from a human rights perspective and to 

understand the link between lawful and humane exercise of power and 

professional competence. ” The importance of global human rights and 

civilized law principles for officials of police have to evenly be renowned , for 

law enforcement is amongst one of the ways by which a country either fails 

or succeed to meet its responsibility under worldwide law to secure values 

and respect for and adherence of human constitutional rights. 

Police officials learn professional ethics from their higher-ranking police 

official while they are made conscious of the framework of their employment 

and are given the encouragement to direct, administer and manage their 
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juniors in conducts that facilitate or necessitate them to perform out their 

responsibility exactly in agreement with the regulation and with appropriate 

respect of individuals human rights. The degree to which this process is 

completed is a subject for the ruling of their instructor and teachers. It 

should be remembered that some international instruments are addressed to

all police officials. The code of conduct for law enforcement officials is one 

such instrument. ” (Ralph Crashaw). After that there are workshops for this 

purpose in which meetings are built on the topic subject of professional 

ethics. The department offers training in ethics to new official inside a 

department. As stated by Jeffery Mathew Van “ it is emphasized that higher 

education law enforcement departments must play a key role in the 

development and implementation of ethics training”. 

Professional ethics in police force requires to be managed in detail 

subsequent to the police institute. Diverse departments have particular 

situations that entail special ethical customs that might only put into 

operation at that administrative area. When sheriffs and chiefs decide not to 

be present at trainings of ethics, their nonattendance express that the 

guidance was not significant enough for their presence. Actions converse 

louder comparative to words. An excellently constructed, practical and well- 

known program of principles will seem worthless if it is not assisted by the 

performance of administrators. 

Police supervisors are obliged to devote themselves to moral administration 

as it is very important since it has to persist for the remaining of the police 

official’s law enforcement occupation. In order for officials of police to 
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recognize values of professional ethics that assists them to regulate and 

administer, the debate manager must give sensible ethical problems 

information concerning the kind of regulation and professional principles. 

This incites the opinions of the members and encourages evocative 

conversation. 

As expressed by Kennedy (2003) quicker and extra successful learning takes

place when trainers apply training methods that make use of the earlier 

knowledge of the novice. Cooksey (1991) argue that training of ethics gives 

police officer the chance to cooperate and appeal explanation of principles of

behavior in terms of particular proceedings usually come across in police job.

The level of police professional’s ethical maturity prior to joining the law 

enforcement police force will have an effect on how they act in response to 

ethical disputes. 

Police officers who happen to be in public service with robust values can 

nevertheless be eventually socialized to do unprincipled actions through 

teaching, training, peers and administrators. According to Julie B. Raines “ 

police officers like public administrators generally, are greatly impacted by 

peers and supervisors with respect to their attitudes towards misconduct. 

Their values may be reinforced with professional ethical norms and 

organizational practices” Work cited: Van, Slyke J. M. 

Police Ethics Training: Preferred Modes of Teaching in Higher Education Law 

Enforcement. Ann Arbor, Mich: UMI Dissertation Services, 2008. Print. 

Crawshaw, Ralph. Police and Human Rights: A Manual for Teachers, Resource

Persons, and Participants in Human Rights Programmes. The Hague: Kluwer 
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Law International, 1999. Print. Raines, Julie B. Ethics in Policing: Misconduct 

and Integrity. Sudbury, Mass: Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2010. Print. 

Braswell, Michael, Belinda R. McCarthy, and Bernard J. McCarthy. 

Justice, Crime & Ethics. Cincinnati, OH: Anderson Pub. Co, 2002. Print. Police 

Ethics in a Democratic Society: Multilateral Meeting, Strasbourg, 10-12 June 

1996. Strasbourg: Council of Europe Pub, 1997. Print. Kennedy, Kelly. Factors

Influencing Police Officer Marksmanship During Qualifying Drills. , 2009. 

Print. Cooksey, M A, and Kimberly T. Olivares. Quick Hits for Service-

Learning: Successful Strategies by Award-Winning Teachers. Bloomington: 

Indiana University Press, 2010. Internet resource. . 
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